Thank you for the purchase of the
Matador Arms SKS Optics Rail.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Important!!!
Please ensure your rifle is unloaded prior to starting any work.
Place your ammunition away from the workspace.

You will need:


File/dremel tool



Small pin punch



2 flat-blade
screwdrivers



Allen wrenches

Step 1. Ensure the rifle is unloaded. Remove the dustcover and bolt assembly.

Step 2. Using a file or dremel tool, remove the “bump” or tab on the dustcover retaining pin. The pin
holding your dustcover needs to come out. You will see that this tab prevents it from sliding out of the
hole and needs to be filed down to allow the pin to slide out. Once this is removed, make sure any filings
or debris are removed before re-installing the bolt assembly.

Step 3. Remove the rear sight using two flat-blade screwdrivers. Use one screwdriver to compress the
rear sight straight down, and the second to pry the sight rearward while the sight is compressed. If you
have trouble with this, please got to YouTube and search SKS rear sight removal.

Step 4. The front of the rail can now be pressed to line up with the hole that remains from removing the
rear sight. Use the supplied roll pin to anchor the front of the rail.

Step 5. Install the bolt assembly back in the rifle. Remember to remove any filings to keep debris out of
the rifle. Set the dustcover back on the rifle. The threaded pin supplied with the rail will take the place of
the dustcover retaining pin you just removed. Compress the dustcover into position and press this pin
into place. The dustcover should now be back in normal position. Drop the rail over the holes in the
threaded pin and install the two bolts into the threaded pin.

Step 6. The rail is now in place. Check to make sure it is rigid.

Note: Whenever cleaning the rifle, just remove the rear bolts and threaded pin to allow the rail to rotate
up and out of the way for normal cleaning. You do not need to remove the rail.

Have questions or comments? Or, interested in our other products? CONTACT US!

www.matadorarms.com
info@matadorarms.com
587.225.3689

